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Abstract—The digital revolution has made access to informa-
tion very easy. The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic also called
for further digitization. Every organization; be it an office, an
educational institute or a government entity, was forced to shift
to an all virtual mode of operation. This led to the conduct
of online examinations with very little time for formulating an
anti-cheating examination pattern. Audio and video proctoring
tools are considered helpful but are very expensive and do not
provide a method to detect plagiarism in the handwritten text.
This is a serious problem for academic enterprises and institutes
where there is a need for plagiarism detection in the submitted
assignments, answer-scripts against the information available on
the Internet as well as against other submissions. This paper
presents a plagiarism detection system for handwritten text in
English. The proposed system uses authentication tools/services,
cloud storage, and optical character recognition (OCR) services
to automate the process of checking plagiarism between two
handwritten documents, as well as plagiarism with respect to
all information available online.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plagiarism is the act of using the ideas, words, or works
of another person without giving them credit or citing the
source. This is done with the intention of gaining some sort
of benefit or recognition, not necessarily for financial gain.
This type of behavior is considered academic misconduct [1].

Textual plagiarism is a threat to the fundamentals of the
education system as it challenges the legitimacy and honesty
of students’ work and might lead to unfair grading. Students
may be able to complete courses without achieving the
intended results and gain credits based on other work; this
in the long run will affect their learning curve and hinder
their growth and performance as students and members of the
industry in the upcoming future. Using automated plagiarism
detection, it is possible to identify the original source.

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has intensified
the need for a feasible plagiarism detection system, as it
becomes difficult to detect plagiarism with limited human
resources. Automated plagiarism detection becomes essential,
considering various data sources facilitated by various search
engines [2].

The post-COVID-19 era brought about an urgent necessity
to accelerate and improve existing plagiarism detection meth-

ods. But coherent systems that allow for this automation are
not in place. There are standalone handwritten text detection,
i.e. OCR software, services, and products such as AWS Tex-
tract, Tesseract OCR, etc. And many authentication tools have
also been developed, but none of them provides the facility
to scan handwritten text followed by checking its authentic-
ity. Learning Management Systems (LMSs) like Moodle can
use compatible authentication tools/software/service APIs and
plugins to help automate the plagiarism detection system.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Plagiarism in handwritten documents, computer codes / pro-
grams, etc. is prevalent in the student community. This must be
prevented because it affects the learning of the students along
with their ability to assess themselves. Fortunately, plagiarism
detection is a well-researched field. Various techniques and
methods have been developed to detect plagiarism in digital
text.

Five different software tools used for textual plagiarism
were compared based on their features and performance, and
it was concluded that no software tool was 100% accurate [3].

A system called CHECK was used to identify similarity
in domain-specific documents [4]. The approach based on
natural language processing (NLP) commonly used among
free online tools was compared with the proposed method
[5].

A MatchDetectReveal system was proposed that uses an
exact string matching algorithm and was claimed to be more
accurate [6]. The use of few online textual matching tools,
such as Duplicheck, PlagScan, and Plagiarisma, using their
respective URLs was considered [7].

The most common technique used for plagiarism detection
is known as similarity technique. But this had been replaced
by more refined modern techniques using content compari-
son. String tiling techniques [8] and tree parsing techniques
[9] have been used extensively. Another technique, the Fast
Plagiarism Detection System (FPDS), is also being used on
the basis of its performance [10]. This method incorporated
a special indexed data structure while storing file collections.
Variable renaming is removed in the tokenization technique
[11].
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this work, Moodle LMS has been used as the starting
point of the automation process. Answer scripts, assignments,
and other submissions from students are stored here. From
here, the data will be moved to AWS S3 to help with the
automation process. Now, AWS Textract has been used to
detect handwritten text and convert it to digital text. The digital
text is then moved to Moodle LMS after which the plagiarism
is detected using the Turnitin Plugin. Digital text is also passed
through the custom Python code to verify similarity between
text files (.txt)

Fig. 1. Proposed System Flow Diagram

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

As in the flow diagram shown in Fig.1, the following
services, software, and products have been used in the im-
plementation of the proposed system.

A. Moodle LMS

Moodle LMS is an open source LMS that can be customized
for any course and customized according to the requirements
of individuals, organizations, or educational companies and

institutions. It greatly helps educators and others conceptualize
the various courses, course structures, and curriculum. This
helps facilitate and organize online interaction between stu-
dents and educators. Moodle LMS also has various integration
options, as shown in Fig. 2, it can be well integrated with AWS
to enable the various services provided like S3 for storage,
AWS Textract for handwritten text detection, etc. Many tools,
services, and products like Turnitin also provide compatible
plugin options with Moodle LMS.

Fig. 2. Moodle LMS

B. Amazon Web Services

1) AWS simple storage service (S3): Amazon S3 uses
object storage service. Among the storage types supported by
Amazon S3 is quite inexpensive and may be accessed from
anywhere and highly scalable, available, secure and reliable.
This is the most suitable storage type for storing large files
such as educational resources and scanned answer scripts. A
cloud architecture involving S3 is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. A Cloud Architecture using S3

2) AWS Textract: Amazon Textract is an AI service that
allows one to automatically extract text, handwriting, and data
from scanned documents.

Being a commercial product, no specifics on the models
used in Textract can be obtained. Textract automatically iden-
tifies the layout of a document. The location and geometry
(bounding box) for lines and words in a document are returned
as a block object when the Textract operation is invoked. A
list of block objects is generated along with the relationships
and context among the detected text.
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Fig. 4. Flow Diagram of AWS Textract OCR

C. iThenticate Turnitin

ithenticate Turnitin, a web-based plagiarism tool widely
used among the academic community, uses its database
collection comprising billions of web pages which include
millions of published scholarly articles facilitated by Crossref
Similarity Check. It obtains a similarity score of the
submission and shows the original submission highlighting
the set of matches along with the matched sources.

Turnitin can be integrated with other products such as
Moodle LMS. This enables the work to be sent through
Turnitin’s repository automatically as and when a submission
is made, without the need to log in separately and upload the
submission. The Similarity Report shows the exact portions
of the copied content and the same may be used during
the assessment. The information flow between the Turnitin
database hosted Moodle instance on AWS is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Turnitin integration with Moodle LMS

V. OTHER OCR TOOLS - TESSERACT OCR

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software tools use
AI and ML to detect and recognize text characters and extract
text from non-text documents such as images and pdf files.
The extracted text may be edited later. Tesseract OCR is an
open source HP OCR engine.

Tesseract OCR uses a two-step recognition process after
converting the original image to its binary version and detec-
tion phases as shown in Fig. 6.

VI. COMPARISON OF TEXTRACT AND TESSERACT OCR

Textract can be compared to Tesseract OCR to better
analyze and understand it. The long-short-term memory

Fig. 6. Flow Diagram of Tesseract OCR

(LSTM) network is a recurrent neural network (RNN) and is
widely used in natural language processing (NLP).

Tesseract OCR extensively uses the long-short-term
memory (LSTM) network, a recurrent neural network (RNN),
and is widely used in Natural Language Processing (NLP).
Tesseract OCR model can also be trained to recognize other
languages, as it is completely open source and Tesseract fails
in the case < key− value > and table extraction is involved.

Textract OCR also uses deep learning, and it is a pre-
trained AI service, which parses and extracts the data within
a document. When in doubt, the human-in-the-loop option
may be chosen. Textract performs fairly well in key-value
pair analysis and in achieving accuracy, but it is limited
to only a few languages and document formats as of now.
The drawback of Tesseract OCR with respect to recognizing
handwritten text is that, for any handwritten text to be
detected, the Tesseract engine first has to be trained to
recognize that particular handwriting. Therefore, it cannot be
used for the system proposed in this work.

Fig. 7. Handwritten Text Sample A
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Fig. 8. Handwritten Text Sample B

VII. DATASET

Three samples of the similar text are taken in three different
hand-writings. These particular samples have been taken to
help accommodate various handwriting styles, letter size,
neatness, legibility etc. while testing.

Fig. 9. Handwritten Text Sample C

Fig. 10. Handwritten Text Sample D

Fig. 11. Handwritten Text Sample E

VIII. AWS TEXTRACT RESULTS

The results from the AWS Textract analysis of samples A,
B, C, D, and E are as shown in Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15. The
handwritten text detected was segmented line by line, that is,
the text was detected line by line based on how it was written
in the uploaded sample.

IX. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The samples A, B and D in Figs. 11, 12 and 14 have
been detected accurately, as the bounding boxes were able to
precisely enclose the handwritten text line by line. However,
the bounding boxes in samples C and E as shown in Figs.
13 and 15 are not precise, as the handwritten text is not
properly aligned. This leads to incorrect detection of the text,
resulting in jumbled words and sentences. This demonstrates
that illegible handwriting can be a limitation for the AWS
Textract OCR, as misalignment of the text can cause confusion
in the overlapping of the boundaries of the bounding boxes,
leading to incorrect output.

X. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes an automated system for detecting
plagiarism in handwritten documents, such as answer-scripts.
It utilizes Moodle LMS to upload the documents, and then
uses AWS Textract, a commercially available OCR tool, to
convert the handwritten text into digital ASCII characters. The
digital text is then sent back to Moodle LMS via AWS S3,
where the Turnitin plugin checks for plagiarism on the Internet
and its database. Although the system is automated, there
are certain limitations in terms of the accuracy of the OCR
tool and the efficiency of the plagiarism checker. As seen in
Figs. 15 and 17, AWS Textract fails to detect handwritten text
with high precision. The detected words are correct, but the
sentences are jumbled due to misalignment in the handwritten
text, which causes the bounding boxes to overlap. To improve
the accuracy of the proposed model, advancement of OCR
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Fig. 12. Handwritten Text as detected from Sample A

Fig. 13. Handwritten Text as detected from Sample B

Fig. 14. Handwritten Text as detected from Sample C
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Fig. 15. Handwritten Text as detected from Sample D

Fig. 16. Handwritten Text as detected from Sample E

tools and plagiarism checkers is necessary, along with their
integration with other tools, software and services.
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